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1, Company Introduction:

Kingser Electronics Co., Ltd is a government-approved High-New-Tech-Enterprise in Guangdong, China.
We devote ourselves to the development of the advanced technologies in
 Reactive power compensation parts;
 Automation and electric driving parts;
 Electronic parts;
 Etc.
keep continuous development and innovation in the past decade.

Kingser possess dozens of patent technologies in electrical switching arc suppressing and thyristor
switching field.
 Global only to master the thyristor triggering by low voltage switches, and no inrush closing, no arc

breaking technologies;
 Global first of two-ends arc extinction technology;
 Global first of dual-mode switching technology.

Kinger is committed to provide solutions to solve the electrical system arc hazards in aerospace, ships,
automobiles, industrial and civilian using, etc, export to Europe, US and other Market, is striving to provide to all
clients with the leading technology, quality service and perfect solution always.

Kingser Patent Technologies and Products Release Conference
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2, Technologies Introduction:

Traditional Technologies:

The traditional electrical switch produce electric arc when turn on and off, contacts get burning often, result in

the shorter electrical life of the switch than the mechanical life, and difficult to play roles in some special

occasions, such as low voltage capacitor switching.

Kingser Technologies:

Kinger use power semiconductor devices and mechanical switch in parallel, through shunting at the time of the

closing and breaking of mechanical switch to realize the arc suppressing function, so the electrical life of

mechanical switch can improve one or two orders of magnitude and get close to the mechanical life;

At the same time, the using of the electronic arc suppressing technology can greatly reduce the mechanical

switch electrode separation requirements, reduce switch from volume, electromagnetic energy consumption and

reduce noise, improve the work voltage grade, to make it extremely environmental.

Kingser Technical Features:

Thyristor arc suppressing time is fast approaching the theoretical limit, less than or equal to the half wave,
electronic switch withstanding voltage is less than the primary circuit voltage value;
The manufacturing material cost can reduce about 33% than the traditional, conducive for marketing.

1, Low voltage electronic switch control thyristor self-excitation method trigger technology: it’s currently the
only patent technology providing driving signal from the main circuit without using high voltage electronic
switch, has the advantages of low cost, high reliability.

2, Current feedback type electronic arc suppressing technology: the power semiconductor devices arc
suppressing and conducting time is fast approaching the theoretical limit, increase the efficiency of power
semiconductor devices, can greatly reduce the material cost of the product, improve the reliability of products, is
conducive for marketing.

3, Voltage feedback technology: the switch breakover no need before closing, reduce the impact of the current of
power semiconductor devices when switch is closed, achieve excellent arc suppressing effect, improve the
reliability of products.

4, Inductive arc suppressing technology, two ends arc suppressing circuit technology: arc suppressing circuit no
need external power supply, can be used in various occasions, simple, low cost and high reliability .
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5, Current monitoring technology: the switch breakover no need before closing, reduce the impact of the current
of power semiconductor devices when switch is closed; When breaking, the power semiconductor devices arc
suppressing and conducting time is fast approaching the theoretical limit, increase the efficiency of power
semiconductor devices, can greatly reduce the material cost of the product, improve the reliability of products, is
conducive for marketing.

Kingser Won the Best Product ward in 17th CHTF
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3, Applications:
The technology is widely used for electrical control in electric power, shipbuilding, communications,
construction, metallurgy, textile, building materials, high-speed rail, automobile, machinery, railway,
petrochemical industries and etc.

4, Market prospect:
There are series of related derivatives, such as electronic arc suppressor, no arc contactor, no arc relay, no arc

limit switch, no arc button, no arc circuit breaker, no arc switching device, and etc. As a core part of of the

electrical control cabinet for this kind products, featured with No Arc technology, there is no doubt that make the

items more market competitiveness, and develop a broader market potential.

5, The Benefit Analysis:
The total market value reach over tens of billions USD every year, Kingser' revolutionary technology can replace

traditional products in many ways, and the industry technology has obvious gap, there are unlimited market

potential.

6, The Way of Cooperation:
Kingser would like to cooperate with vast potential partners, cooperation method including investment

cooperation, licensing, product development, marketing, etc.
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7, Some Pictures Show:

The Patent Owner Mr. Guo Was Training

Arc Suppressing Technology Demonstration

CE Certificates

Government Honor “High-New Tech Enterprise”

Kingser Patent Certificates

Power-Gen Europe Fair In Holland
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8, Kingser Products:

Category:
 Reactive power compensation parts;
 Automation and electric driving parts;
 Electronic parts;

Product Series List:
KS-U Series Hybrid No Arc Contactor
KS-HRC Series Hybrid No Arc Contactor
KS-F Series Intelligent Hybrid No Arc Switch
KS-T Series Intelligent Thyristor Switch
KS-TH Series Intelligent Thyristor Regulator
KS-EM3 Intelligent Arc Suppressor
KS-IHRT Intelligent Hybrid Thyristor Switch
KS-ICM Intelligent Capacitors
KS-JKW Reactive Power Compensations
KS-Intelligent Protector
Others

KS-T KS-U

KS-F KS-IHRT

KS-ICM KS-JKW
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